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In the process of the world economic globalization, cultures in different regions 
are trending to be similar, and architecture as well. The main developing trends of the 
city are modernization and internationalization, with the traditionally regional 
characteristics being lost as time goes by. Being lack of city ascription and callousness 
to the style of internationalization, people begin to restart the pursuit of regional 
characteristics, and look for the combination of modernization and regional 
characteristics.  
The article does research on the Regional symbols. As a kind of special 
architectural symbols, they have two structures —— surface form and deep-seated 
intension. , and are provided with some sense of regional symbolization since their 
naissance. This characteristic makes the relationship of form and intension closer. The 
deep-seated intension is the basic factor which decides the evolution of the Regional 
symbols. The article, based on the form and intension of the Regional symbols, 
analyzes the techniques of the Regional symbols in the modern architecture. From 
being similar in shape to being similar in spirit, finally it pursues to be similar both in 
shape and spirit. this analysis combines the modern regionalism theory with the 
practice, and permeates the phenomenon to research the essence, then concludes and 
summarizes the application technique of the Regional symbols.  
As a creator of the architecture, the architects focus on the regional character. 
Meanwhile, the architect should catch the times spirit, inherit the regional traditions 
with criticism; treat the foreign culture and modern technique with open attitude; look 
on the regional architecture with developing sight. When the architects research on the 
practice of regional symbols, they should take the principles of nature and people 
oriented; they should attach importance to the seeing, hearing, feeling and olfactory. 
They should master the deep-seated essence; oppose the formalism; reject philistine 
culture and regionalism which is simply business goal. 















globalization, how to exhibit the regional characteristics, how to embody the times 
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